Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machines

2 colour

Reference number: 16019  **KEA RAPIDA 72 K-2**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 2000; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 19 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 520x720 mm (20.5"x28.3") approx. B2; Availability: immediately;  
alcohol dampening, Baldwin refrigeration device, no perfecting, low pile delivery, manual plate loading, WEKO powder sprayer

Reference number: 16019  **KEA RAPIDA 72 K-2**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 2000; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 19 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 520x720 mm (20.5"x28.3") approx. B2; Availability: immediately;  
alcohol dampening, Baldwin refrigeration device, no perfecting, low pile delivery, manual plate loading, WEKO powder sprayer

Reference number: 18016  **POLLY 266 APH**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 1999; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 35 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 485x660 mm (19.1"x26.0") approx. A2; Availability: immediately;  
Varn Kompac dampening, perfecting 2+0 / 1+1, high pile delivery, Inkdot + CPC register remote control, manual plate loading, IR dryer,...

Reference number: 18016  **POLLY 266 APH**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 1999; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 35 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 485x660 mm (19.1"x26.0") approx. A2; Availability: immediately;  
Varn Kompac dampening, perfecting 2+0 / 1+1, high pile delivery, Inkdot + CPC register remote control, manual plate loading, IR dryer,...

Reference number: 19069  **POLLY PERFORMER 266 P**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 2003; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 81 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 485x660 mm (19.1"x26.0") approx. A2; Availability: immediately;  
Prisco direct non alcohol dampening, no perfecting, high pile delivery, register remote control, manual plate loading, powder sprayer

Reference number: 19069  **POLLY PERFORMER 266 P**  
Sheet-fed Offset Printing Machine  
Year of Production: 2003; Number of Colours: 2; Counter: 81 mil. imps.;  
Max. Size: 485x660 mm (19.1"x26.0") approx. A2; Availability: immediately;  
Prisco direct non alcohol dampening, no perfecting, high pile delivery, register remote control, manual plate loading, powder sprayer